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Voice of 
the People

OGV KUE

Geshem!  (Rain!)  As I write this,  

it is pouring rain.  The heavens 

have opened up and showered us 

with a giant douse of relief.  By the 

time you are reading this, I imagine 

the sun will be shining again,  

but right now the experts are 

considering whether or not to declare 

the end of the long California drought. 

 I want to start by thanking Cantor Chorny.  Her soul 

stirring recitation of the Geshem prayer just a few months 

ago on Sukkot, has joined the chorus of Geshem tefilot in 

the universe and opened a crack in our Southern California 

firmament!  (Credit where credit is due )

 With the help of all this precipitation, Tu B’Shevat is 

here and we have much to celebrate.  We can enjoy the 

sprouting that has been encouraged by the month’s 

deluge.  It will be a perfect formula to appreciate all that 

grows and glows around us.

 Which brings me to the recognition of things that grow 

and glow in our midst.  I want to congratulate Noah Lee, 

Pressman Academy Alumnus, dedicated Ramahnik, USYer, 

and currently in 12th grade at Beverly Hills High. At the USY 

International Convention held in Dallas over winter break, 

Noah was elected USY International President.  You can read 

more about Noah’s great achievement and recognition of his 

leadership inside this edition of Kol Ha’am.  I personally am so 

proud of Noah.  And, I am grateful for all the kvelling that his 

achievement brings to all of us here at TBA.  Of course – the 

real kvellling and nachas goes to the entire Lee family in addition 

to Noah – Greg, Mallory, Tobey and Adira.  I wish Noah and 

the whole family Mazal Tov for now and B’hatzlakha (great 

success) for the adventures in the year to come.

 Lastly, while I was checking to confirm the date for  

Tu B’shevat, I realized that the other special day we have to 

look forward to this month is Shabbat Shekalim!  (What, you 

don’t have that on your calendar?)  Shabbat Shekalim includes 

a special maftir in preparation for Purim. It commemorates 

the time when each adult male was asked to contribute 

half a shekel for the upkeep of the Shul.  Shabbat Shekalim 

this year begins on Friday, February 24, and since we are a 

committed egalitarian community – everyone should feel 

welcome (and compelled) to participate! 

 So, don’t let another Shabbat Shekalim pass!  It is a great 

opportunity to make sure you have participated and 

contribute your shekels to the TBA Annual Campaign.

Warmly, Susan Hetsroni  

FROM THE PRESIDENT
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Kol HaRav
 There are two parts to this article. Both are meant to highlight 

stars within our community, and to properly shine the light 

where it is due.

   We start with Noah Lee, a Pressman Academy graduate, former 

president of our student council, eldest child of dear members 

Mallory and Greg Lee.  You all received an email about this, but 

I wanted to reinforce the extraordinary nature of what Noah 

has achieved within the realm of youth leadership in the Jewish 

community.  At the International USY Convention, 

held in Dallas in December, Noah was elected by 

his peers to serve as the 2017 USY International 

President.  It is no hyperbole to say that his life 

has changed, rather radically, as a result of this 

stupendous achievement. Soon he will be flying 

around the country, and to Israel, to teach Torah; 

to meet Jewish teens and connect with them on 

their path; to be invited into the boardrooms and 

meetings where the adults of our movement, and 

other movements, talk about the Jewish future and 

his 18 yr. old voice will be heard among those of his 

elders.  Both as his rabbi who has watched his evolving leadership voice, and as one 

who held this very leadership position (back in 1990), I could not be more proud of 

Noah, and thrilled for him.  It is a feather in our community’s cap that we contribute to 

producing such wonderful, educated, motivated, passionate and devoted young Jews.  

Don’t get me wrong: the credit for this singular achievement goes to Noah.  He rose 

to this post because of his focus, his drive and his ability to draw others towards him 

in meaningful ways.  And it is also the case that so many within our community have 

helped nurture Noah on his path, and continue to do so with him and his peers week 

in, week out.  This is sacred stuff, whether or not one becomes a national  leader.  To his 

teachers at Pressman, to the entire staff of our YLE department, to the regional youth 

staff who devote their lives to enriching the lives of our Jewish youth, to Noah’s proud 

and exceptonal parents...I say to you all that you have done well.  To Noah’s peers and 

to all of our youth, I say that each one of you is and can be a leader.  Find your song and 

begin to sing it.  And to Noah: enjoy this ride.  Bring Torah wherever you go.  Focus less 

on the thrill of achieving this peak and more on the thrill of what you can accomplish 

now that you are there.  We are proud of you and we love you.

  And now we move to Friday nights.  A non-sequitur, I know. This is in some ways a 

shameless plug.  But I am thinking as much about you and your own spiritual well-being 

as much as I am about those whose innovative work deserve recognition.  About one 

year ago, Rabbi Chorny founded Sovev, a new Friday night service/minyan/experience, 

along with our rabbinic intern Rebecca Schatz.  The concept itself is rather simple: sit 

in the round; sing and harmonize richly; intentionally introduce new tunes; go slow, to 

make the meaning and poetry of the words come alive; have a cadre of “Sovevim” at 

the center of each service who know the tunes and are primed to sing deeply, inviting 

others in the room to join.  The impact has been extraordinary.  For years, I had no 

problem saying that our Friday night services at TBA were “pretty good.”  Sometimes 

they even felt great, such as when a Shabbat dinner or other event brought out a large 

enough crowd to fill the room with song and spirit.  (And, of course, for some of the 

regulars the previous model suited them just fine. That is part of the reason we only 

do Sovev every other week.  We do indeed want to serve the spiritual needs of those 

TBAers who enjoyed and continue to enjoy the Neshama Minyan approach to Friday 

nights, which is tuneful, but frontal and less intentionally ecstatic.)  But I did sense for 

some years that we, in the clergy, were depriving both ourselves and those within our 
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Noah Lee
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YOUTH LEARNING & ENGAGEMENT

We are incredibly proud and excited to announce that TBA’s 

own Noah Lee has been elected as the next International USY 

President at this past December’s USY International Convention.

 Noah and five other TBA Teens celebrated their Jewish passions 

and pride in a week filled with ruah, service-learning and community 

building in Dallas, TX with thousands of Conservative youth from 

across the globe. Rabbi Kligfeld and Reut Sklar shared with TBA Board 

Member and Far West USY Regional Director, Michael Becker, the joy 

in experiencing these moments with our teens and being present as 

Noah was elected and assumed this important leadership role. 

USY International Convention & Noah’s
election as International President
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Sunday, May 21, 2017
Temple Beth Am and 

Pressman Academy’s 

Annual Gala
Honoring

Howard Pilchz”l

with the Lou Colen Ma’ayan Legacy Award
 

 Watch for more details about the event including venue, talent and other key details. 

Howard Pilch was a member of Temple Beth Am since he was a young boy. He grew through our Religious  
 School to becoming President (2001-2003) and was one of our most invested leaders.  It is our privilege 

 to honor Howard and his legacy at this festive event.

        Save
           The Date

community the chance to enter into prayer, and into Shabbat, through 

a more vibrant portal, in the process fulfililng a need that some people 

may not even know they had.  For me personally, Sovev does just that, 

and then some.  It is (sadly) a rare treat for pulpit rabbis to attend and 

lead prayer services that are exactly the sort of nourishing service 

they would choose for themselves if they were just minyan-hopping 

without professional obligations.  Rabbis serve.  We do that with joy 

and pride.  We understand that our primary role is to determine and, 

as best as we can, meet the needs of the congregation.  Lead, yes. Open 

hearts, yes.  But the core needs are the community’s. When (some of) 

the community’s needs and (some of) the rabbi’s needs overlap, it is 

satisfying and joyful.  Hama’alot, our bi-monthly Shabbat AM service 

in-the-round extends from my wanting to explore the nexus between 

what my heart and soul are/were aching for in Shabbat prayer and what 

I felt that (some in) the community were searching for as well.  Sovev, on 

Friday nights, achieves this nexus exquisitely.  

 Why am I using my KHA slot to write about Sovev? First, because I am 

exultant and proud of it, and of Rabbi Chorny and Rebecca Schatz, and 

their growing group of Sovevim.  They all warrant public and widespread 

praise. Second, because the phenomenon is growing and I want YOU to 

be a part of its growth. Not growth for its own sake. But because I am 

rather certain that there are at least many of you reading this who may 

yet to have really heard about Sovev, let alone attend it, and for whom 

it would be a uniquely spiritual and wonderful experience.  In short, I 

think you’ll love it.  And I know that it is objectively a positive enough 

experience for so many who are there that at the least you ought to give 

it a shot.  As you do so, you will help us in real time by filling the space 

with more voice and spirit.  And by giving honest feedback you will help 

us in refining this experience so it continues to breathe along with the 

natural soul-beats of our community.  

 Already, Rabbi Chorny and Rebecca are receiving inquiries from 

colleagues and peers around the country regarding Sovev’s birth and 

development and how to create something similar in Washington, D.C., 

Dallas, Seattle and St. Louis, etc...To have built something at TBA worthy 

of export to other communities is an occasion for pause and celebration.  

And it is also an occasion to invite even more of our own community to 

taste that which so many are naming as a uniquely delicious entre to 

Shabbat, and to soulfulness itself.  

 Sovev generally meets the 2nd and 4th Shabbatot of each month, plus 

some extra dates when the occasion merits it. No RSVPs are needed.  

Come and join.  Come and sing. Come and breathe.  Come and learn.  

Come and teach us how to improve.  At least once, just come. 

Rabbi Adam Kligfeld

Kol HaRav Continued from page 2



Cantor Hillary Chorny on her 

appointment as co-chair of the 

Cantors Assembly Western Region! 

Temple Beth Am is honored to have its clergy counted among the leaders of a 

premier professional organization in the Jewish world. We look forward to our 

synagogue being featured in our region and nationally as a vibrant, growing 

musical community.

Our Head of School, Dr. Erica Rothblum, who has been honored by the Wexner 

Foundation, which has recently selected her to be one of 15 Jewish professionals 

for the inaugural cohort of the Wexner Field Fellowship. The distinguished 

Wexner Field Fellowship is an intensive three-year program providing a cohort 

of Jewish educators and emerging leaders from across North America with 

unmatched professional development opportunities.

Jordan Asher Grossman
Son of Lea Gemmel and Adam Grossman

Born on December 12, 2016
Given the name Mordechai Ze’ev 

Cheri Jacoves Alberts, Abe Ballonoff, Fischel Bank, Sol Bergstein, 

Samuel Bernstein, Hyman Brooks, Ida Campanella, Pearl Chazanov, 

Sadie Cherman, Morris Chorna,  Gladys Cohen, May Cohen, Ronnie Cohen, 

David Eisenberg, Becky Engle, Jacob Feifel, Meyer Fienberg, Mary Fineman, 

David Frankel, Morris Freeman, Samuel Garber, Minnette Gibbons, Ben Gilbert, 

Morris Ginsburg, Leib Giterman, Pearl Glaser, Jenny Gold, Henry Goldberg, 

Lily Green, Sanford Grinel, Hanna Grinetz, Mahlya Grinetz, Florence Gritz, 

Meyer Hackman, Joseph Heller, Rose Horwitz, Jack Jacobs, Nellie Jaffee,

Mata Kafka, Jules Kaplan, Laura Klein, Harold Koenigsberg, Isidor Kraushaar, 

Herbert Krieger, Mollie Krieger, Diane Kriger, Nathan Kristal, Sophie Kristal, 

Henryka Kunstler, Morris Langer, Laura Lavetts, Rivka Lechter, Zena Levinson, 

Gerald Mandel, Oscar Mandel, Aaron Maniker, Marian Mason, Harry Meisel, 

Milton Milmeister, Belle Mintz, Harold Mirisch, Chaijja Moed, Enoch Moed, 

Rose Molasky, William Molle, Cele Nimoy, Marvin Patack, Mae Plotnick, 

Samuel Prusky, Tessie Prusky, Forrest Roberts, Abraham Rosen, 

Norman Rosenblatt, Sharon Rosenthal, Marcia Rubin, Ted Rubin, Shima Sack, 

Blanche Salick, Harry Sanders, Bella Segel,  Mitze Shanen, Shahyar Shoushani, 

Rebeka Silon, Izak Silon, Richard Silvera, Ada Silverman, Frances Smith, 

Tanya Snyder, Chula Sorger, Ethel Sperling, Hortense  Spieler, Mae Wank, 

Julian Wolkovitch, Borouch Zeldis, Georgette Zerbib, Max Zisovic
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EDEN GRIMBERG
Daughter of 
Guy & Michelle Grimberg
February 2, 2017

Yahrzeit Donations
We thank those who support the synagogue community 

in memory of their loved ones named below:

IN MEMORIAM
We mourn the passing of:

Edith Gold, sister of Agnes (Semyon) Emert

Marilynn Greene, mother of 

Brian (Lisa Feldman) Greene
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Our 
B’nei Mitzvah

JOSHUA LEFFERMAN
Son of 

Matthew & Jill Lefferman
February 4, 2017

KEVIN COHEN
Son of 
Fred & Guita Cohen
February 11, 2017

MICHAEL COHEN
Son of 

Fred & Guita Cohen
February 11, 2017

JEREMY GRINBLAT
Son of 
Tal & Ilana Grinblat
February 18, 2017

AYDEN KLIGFELD
Daughter of 

Rabbi Adam & Havi Kligfeld
February 25, 2017

Bris and Baby
Namings

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
ohtcv ohfurc

We welcome the following New Members to our Temple Beth Am family
 (as of 1/10/17):

Rebecca Menes & Yariv Bumkine

Danielle Warner & Jonathan Feldman 

Marcia Greenberg

Stephanie Slawsky

Ellen Seeherman & Stuart Sloame

Anastasiia Tomas

Elana & Bruce Zisser

Mazal tov to



FEBRUARY 2017 CALENDAR
Sunday - 9:30 a.m. – 2:30 p.m.
TBA’S JEWISH LA BUS TOUR OF BOYLE HEIGHTS 
AND PICO UNION with Stephen Sass, President of 
the Jewish Historical Society of Southern California (we 
promise to have you home in time for the Super Bowl!) 
Cost: $30 (includes lunch).  Visit www.tbala.org/bus  
for more info and to RSVP!

Friday
COLKER-KLEIN/SHAPIRO SCHOLAR-IN-RESIDENCE 
WEEKEND (THROUGH 2/12)
5:15 p.m. Shabbat Sovev 
6:45 p.m. Community Shabbat Dinner 
7:30 p.m. Special presentation by Rabbi Ed Feld
See cover for details

7:00 p.m. 
YABA Corning Dinner
RSVP to yaba@tbala.org

Sunday - 9:30 a.m.
SHALOM MEANS “HELLO” AND “GOODBYE” 
Welcoming our new siddur and parting with Sim Shalom
(see cover for details)

Friday
TEEN KABBALAT SHABBAT & DINNER
RSVP to Reut: rsklar@tbala.org

Monday
PRESIDENTS’ DAY – 
TEMPLE & SCHOOL OFFICES CLOSED

Friday
5:15 p.m.  SPECIAL SHABBAT SOVEV IN HONOR 
OF AYDEN KLIGFELD’S BAT MITZVAH

5:30 p.m.  JLC KABBALAT SHABBAT 
FOLLOWED BY DINNER (6:30 p.m.)
Join JLC families, teachers, and staff and experience 
Shabbat in prayer and community with your family.  
Meet new JLC families, reconnect with others, and  
see and learn some of the amazing things your children 
have been doing this year so far.  
For reservations and info, contact JLC Director,  
Lisa Clumeck lclumeck@tbala.org. 

Saturday - 7:30 p.m.
TBA FILM SERIES PRESENTS: THE LAST MENTSCH
See lower left column for details

Tuesday - 7:00 p.m.
AN EVENING OF JEWISH IDENTITY EXPLORATION
Be’chol Lashon, and Beth Chayim Chadashim are 
partnering with TBA and our YLE department on 
an entertaining interactive program exploring the 
multiplicity of Jewish identity.  We are delighted to 
welcome special guest, Joshua Silverstein, an award 
winning actor, comedic writer, beatboxer, educator 
and bi-racial Jew. For adults and teens! For more info, 
contact Lia at lmandelbaum@tbala.org

CLASSES OF THE REMBAUM INSTITUTE OF ADULT 
EDUCATION AND FAMILY PROGRAMMING
For information and class sign-ups, visit www.tbala.org/classes, 

or email RembaumInstitute@tbala.org, or call Lia Mandelbaum at 

(310) 652-7354 x 215

HUMASH WITH RASHI WITH RABBI ADAM KLIGFELD
Wednesdays, February 8, 15, 22  at 8:30 a.m.

Study Rashi’s original Hebrew commentary on the text of the Torah.

MINI SIDDUR CLASS WITH RABBI AVI HAVIVI
Tuesday mornings for 20 min after minyan

LIBRARY MINYAN MISHNAH STUDY
Shabbat Mornings, 9:20 - 9:40 a.m.

Rabbis, teachers, and other members of the Library Minyan will take turns 

teaching a weekly session in Mishnah on Tractate Avot.

SHALOM HARTMAN INSTITUTE: 
VISIONS FOR A SHARED SOCIETY; 
Synagogue collaborative lecture series co-sponsored by TBA.
What are the core values of some of the “tribes” that comprise Israel today? 

How does a divided people build a shared society?  What are the challenges 

and the possibilities for building a Jewish and Democratic Israel?

Sunday, March 5 at 4:00 p.m. at Temple Beth Am

Elana Stein Hain
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Saturday Morning Services
Meditation Plus

9:15 a.m. - Whiteman Conference Room

Shir Hadash
9:15 a.m. – Sanctuary

BAIT Tefillah/Havah Narishah
9:45 a.m.  Pilch Hall

Library Minyan
9:45 a.m. – Dorff Nelson Chapel

Special Commmunity-Wide Services
all Minyanim will be joining together

 
February 11 at 9:45 a.m. 

in the Library Minyan – Dorff Nelson Chapel
with scholar-in-residence Rabbi Ed Feld

 
February 25 at 9:15 a.m. in the Sanctuary

Bat Mitzvah of Ayden Kligfeld

Shir Shabbat
February 11

(for families with children up to age 5)
10:00 a.m. in the Sanctuary 

followed by a special Kiddush in the Ballroom

Kadima Shabbat
February 25

10:30 a.m.

February 3 5:07 p.m.

February 10  5:14 p.m.

February 17 5:20 p.m.

February 24 5:27 p.m.

February 4 Bo

February 11 B’shalach

February 18 Yitro

February 25 Mishpatim
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Torah Portion

Candle Lighting

MORNING MINYAN:

Monday - Friday: 7:30 a.m.

Sunday & Federal Holidays:  8:00 a.m.

Rosh Hodesh & Hol Ha-Moed: 7:15 a.m.

Daily 
Minyan 
Times

FRIDAY NIGHTS

 5:15 p.m.

Saturday: 90 minutes before 
the end of Shabbat

DAILY MINYAN - EVENING MINYAN

February 1 – 17 5:00 p.m.

February 19 – 28 5:20 p.m.

(424) 245-4176
Lynnekruger1@yahoo.com • Lynnekruger.com

Contact me 
now for an free 

introductory lesson!

Lynne
Kruger
Piano Teacher, 
Vocal Coach, 

Singer

Dear Sisters and Friends,

Our Sisterhood is committed to inclusion but we need your 

help to make our community a welcoming place for all.  Each 

of us has our own special gift; the values we share ensure our 

Jewish future.  We are looking forward to meeting all of you as 

you become part of our Sisterhood.  Tell us what interests you so 

we can engage our community!  Check out our special interests 

clubs, come play Mahjong (beginners are welcome), enhance 

your cooking skills though one of our cooking classes, study and 

learn at Rosh Hodesh A Women’s Gathering, or come and meet 

new and old friends at any of our social events.  Share your talents 

with us, make those personal connections in your community 

and help us grow to be there for each other.  The Sisterhood is an 

amazing opportunity to enrich yourself spiritually and make our 

TBA community stronger.

 
Coming in February:

February 15 - Mahjong, at the home of Ann Istrin. 

RSVP amsi79@aol.com.
 

February 28 - The Mystery Book Club - 

ROBERT B.PARKERS:THE DEVIL WINS by Reed Farrel Coleman. 

RSVP to mbraer2@ca.rr.com.
 

Rosh Hodesh - Women’s Gathering - date, time and place to 

be announced.
 

Cooking Classes are coming up! Check the Shabbat Bulletin 

for details.
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Temple Beth Am is thrilled to be partnering with the Evelyn Peters Jewish 

Community Center in Mumbai, the only JCC in all of India. This partnership 

was made through outreach to the Joint Distribution Committee (JDC), who 

works in partner with the JCC very closely on their goals to enhance Jewish 

life and build Jewish community. Our first project 

was for TBA’s Global Jewish Fair, where one of 

the stations was making Hanukkah cards to send 

to their religious school students.  In return, their 

religious school students made Hanukkah cards 

for our JLC students during their Gan Katan 

class.  And now, we’re in the works of starting up 

a pen pal program.  There is approximately 4,500 

Jews in India–about 3,000 in the Mumbai and 

surrounding areas.  The JCC in Mumbai hosts a 

wide variety of classes, events and gatherings for all ages. It is a special place 

where community members can partake in immersive learning experiences as 

well as rejoice in community celebrations.

On December 15, many Jewlyweds* met for a wine tasting! We compared 

five varietals, with one of each from California and one from abroad, to 

see the unique effect of regions on the character of the wine, and each set was 

paired with a cheese. It was an evening of food, drink and wonderful company! 

Thank you to Jaclyn Margolis for the beautiful souvenir wine glasses and 

tasting menu, to Leah and William Mann for hosting, and to all three for 

choosing and researching the wines.

 *For more info on Jewlyweds for newly married/engaged couples, contact 

Lia at lmandelbaum@tbala.org

On December 10, YaBa held Art After Dark: 

Festival of Lights and Shadows, an event 

sponsored by NuRoots, as a part of their c ity-wide 

Hanukkah program, Infinite Light.  Havdalah was 

led by both Rabbi Cantor Hillary 

Chorny and Cantor Rebekah 

Mirsky.  Co-producer, theatre 

dybbuk, led participants in writing 

personal essays around times 

of finding light within darkness.  

JIMENA spoke about Mizrahi 

Commemoration Month and 

led Moroccan candle making.  

There was a talk and Q & A with world-renowned 

visual artist, Alexa Meade.  The night ended with 

a selection of stories read/performed by Beit 

T’Shuvah community members, with live musical 

accompaniment.

TBA/JLC/MUMBAI PARTNERSHIP

JEWLYWEDS SWIRL & SIP

ART AFTER DARK
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On December 11, Linda 

and Lee Salem hosted 

our successful “Brunching 

with the Boomers” event, 

where 50 congregants 

came together for some 

schmooze, schmear, and 

great discussion led by Rabbi 

Kligfeld.  Thank you to the 

Salems, and to Susan Green, 

Vivian Alberts, Lori Harrison 

and Ahuva Ron for helping to 

organize this inaugural event.  

Keep your eye out for future 

programs for this group!

BRUNCHING WITH THE BOOMERS

At The Giving Spirit orientation, we are told that 

the items we give are important but our time and 

personal attention are also valuable - many homeless 

people like to interact with volunteers in conversation.  

When we found Ron (pictured with Dianne Shershow 

and Sandra Lepson) his nose was buried in a book.  He 

told us that he’d gone to college at the University of 

Illinois in Champagne and had played basketball there.  

Ron is one of those people who has almost nothing but 

is grateful for everything.  When we left, he went back 

to his book.

 We also met two women who found shelter with 

and near each other.  They asked us for blessings - 

something that we Conservative Jews aren’t very 

comfortable with.  We said and sang a Mi Sheberach 
and recited the Priestly Blessings while holding their 

hands in a circle.  These moments that make this kind 

of volunteering great - we definitely get more than we 

give and feel ever more grateful for what we have.

THE GIVING SPIRIT
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This time of year is a good point to reflect 

on what has been accomplished so far this 

year, to understand what is next, and to dream 

about the future.  I am proud to share some of 

our successes thus far this year:

 • We continue to adopt research-based  

  curricula that will best prepare our students 

 for the future while engaging them now in 

 developmentally-appropriate practice. Our K-3 adoption of 

 Singapore Math has been a success with students, teachers and  

 parents while our middle school teachers actively engage with 

 professional development from High Tech High in planning and 

 implementing Project Based Learning.  And we are proud to be  

 launching our new Winter Exhibition as an opportunity for  

 families to see the work our students are doing.

• To ensure our families know about our excellent academic 

 programs, we launched our Elementary School Parent Education 

 Curriculum series with sessions on Singapore Math and  

 Reading Workshop this fall, and sessions still to come on  

 Writing Workshop, ERBs and Hebrew Immersion. In addition,  

 we created the position of Parent Liaison to answer questions  

 for parents, to reach out to new families and to smooth the  

 transition from ECC to our Day School.

• As part of our mission, we want our children to live an engaged 

 Jewish life, even when not in school. To that end, we are fortunate  

 to collaborate with Rabbi Yechiel Hoffman and the Youth  

 Learning & Engagement Team to provide Jewish engagement  

 opportunities outside of school hours. We have the advantage 

 as a school within a synagogue to provide students and  

 families Jewish programming and learning that supplements  

 and compliments a Day School Education. 

• Messaging and Marketing: Based on parent and faculty 

  feedback, we recognized we needed to improve communication  

 about our school’s successes and our students’ successes to  

 the community. We have completed our work with an outside  

 marketing company, which culminated in a new logo and look  

 for the school communications. Our new website will launch in 

 the coming weeks, and we remain committed to ensuring that our 

 families and greater TBA community know about the wonderful  

 work happening in our walls and with our alumni.

• Parents continue to tell us they want options when their children 

 are ready to go to high school, and so, along with Inez Tiger,  

 we have continued to develop and deepen relationships with  

 independent secular high schools. Last year 91% of students 

 received an acceptance to their first choice school which  

 included Crossroads, DeToledo High School, Harvard-Westlake,  

 Milken Community High School, New Roads, Shalhevet and  

 Wildwood, and we anticipate similarly high acceptance rates for  

 the class of 2017 in the coming months. And we are proud to  

 have Marlborough’s Middle School Principal (and former  

 Pressman Academy Science Teacher Sean Fitts on our Education  

 Cabinet as a Member at Large.

• Our new violin program has  

 been an exciting change for our 

 fourth and fifth graders. They are learning to read music, to set  

 up the violin and use the bow to create music. The classes enjoy  

 sitting in an orchestra configuration and learning to play  

 together as a grade.  

• Supporting all students and their learning needs is a critical part 

 of our work at Pressman Academy. We have enhanced our 

 Student Services faculty by hiring a Middle School Learning 

 Specialist, who works with students on executive functioning  

 skills; focusing our Elementary School Learning Specialist to  

 work with students on reading; and restructuring our Academic  

 Enrichment program to allow for both push-in and pull-out  

 times.  It remains our commitment to ensure that students have 

 what they need (which is not always what they want!)

• Finally, as a response to our staff asking for more direct and  

 specific feedback, we have launched a new Teacher Supervision  

 & Evaluation process. A staff and faculty task force created the  

 protocol in the 2015-16 school year and gives proper supports  

 and reflection to staff to ensure the highest-quality teaching 

 staff possible.

We are so proud of all we have accomplished in the first half of the school 

year and look forward to embarking on the second semester with you!

Dr. Erica Rothblum

FROM OUR HEAD OF SCHOOL 

PRESSMAN ACADEMY DAY SCHOOL
We are still accepting applications for the 2017-2018 school year.  
The Day School offers academic excellence balanced with social, 

emotional, and spiritual learning for children in Gesher (transition) 
through Grade Eight.  You can find the application online at 

www.pressmanacademy.org. Please contact Lesley Bloom at 
310-652-7354, ext. 227 or lbloom@pressmanacademy.org with 

any questions about the application or admissions process.

EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTER
SPACE STILL AVAILABLE FOR FALL!

We are still accepting ECC applications for the 2017-18 school year! 
If your child will be two by next fall, it is time to apply. 

Go to www.pressmanacademy.org/eccapply to apply online.

PARENT & ME
Winter session Parent and Me classes have begun, with limited 

space still available. We have a variety of classes to choose from -- 
Messy Art class is our newest class where toddlers will incorporate 

a large variety of sensory and art activities. Grandparent and Me 
class offers a fulfilling way for Grandparents to get involved with 

their grandchildren. Our amazing Toddler Music class incorporates 
instruments, music and movement. Our phenomenal new Musical 

Infant and Me class teaches you activities to expand your connection 
with your infant; and, of course, our wonderful Shabbat class is a 
joyful celebration of Shabbat! For the entire schedule and all the 

details, visit www.pressmanacademy.org/parentandmewinter

If you have any questions or would like to tour the ECC
 please feel free to call Lesley at 310-652-7354 ext. 227 or 

email her at  eccadmissions@pressmanacademy.org.
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GENERAL FUND 
IN HONOR OF
Talia Alberts & Russel Yaffe’s engagement Susan Laemmle & John Antignas, Pam,
 Amanda, Lianna & Eddie, 
 Marnie & Steve Stiglitz
Ayal Bainvoll & Rebecca Steinberger’s engagement Angel & Alan Schneider
Ofelia Garcia Joseph Ackerman
The birth of Jordan Asher Grossman Alice & Sasha Ezros
The birth of Alana Rosemary Maas Pam &Lyle Kurtz, Laura Wasserman
The birth of Phineas Ayal Saiger Susan Laemmle & John Antignas
Harry Silverstein’s 90th birthday Sarah & Michael Levai

IN MEMORY OF 
Rita Brucker Tobie & Larry Schwimmer
Karen Eisman Susan & Ofer Hetsroni
Gail Gornick Angel & Alan Schneider
Marilynn Greene Cindy Levey & Larry Braman, 
 Susan & Ofer Hetsroni, Debra & Robert Markovic, 
 Amy Vogt & Family
Alec Kiperstin Diane Cohen, Karen & Zev Freid, 
 Susan & Ofer Hetsroni, Angel & Alan Schneider
Tiby Fradin Rosenberg Angel & Alan Schneider
Maureen Temkin Tobie & Larry Schwimmer
Rodney Thompson Diane Cohen, Angel & Alan Schneider

BILL STRICK MEMORIAL HELPING HAND FUND 
IN HONOR OF
Talia Alberts & Russel Yaffe’s engagement Rosanne Keynan
Ayal Bainvoll & Rebecca Steinberger’s engagement Vivian & Ron Alberts
Annette & Abe Berman & their many gifts to our community Sherri & Mike Cohn
The birth of Alana Rosemary Maas Rosanne Keynan

IN MEMORY OF 
Marilynn Greene Vivian & Ron Alberts, Debbie Rich

WALTER J. COHEN MEMORIAL FUND 
IN HONOR OF 
The birth of Adrienne Fifi Braun Debbie Cohen
The birth of Beck Green Debbie Cohen

IN MEMORY OF 
Joan Schiff Beren, Esther Lerner Brenner, Isabelle Cohen, Victor Cohen,  Debbie Cohen
Walter J. Cohen, Dottie Fields, Claire Feinberg, Faye Nisenbaum Gelb, 
Arthur S. Goodman, Bella Goodman, Helene Goodman, Sam Goodman, Gerald Grob, 
Marilynn Greene, Ernest “Jack” Lebovic, Howard Pilch, Tiby Fradin Rosenberg, 
Jack Rosenblatt, Mary Rosenblatt, Harry Swerdlow, Rodney Thompson  

MARCY COLKER KLEIN/BARRY SHAPIRO MEMORIAL FUND 
IN MEMORY OF 
Rita Brucker, Lisa Lifson, Maureen Temkin, Rodney Thompson Dvorah Colker 

LAINER LIBRARY FUND 
IN MEMORY OF 
Karen Eisman, Alec Kiperstin,  Edith Wolf Essia & Howard Fredman

RABBI MALKUS PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FUND 
IN MEMORY OF 
Alec Kiperstin Dina Hellerstein & Joshua Metzger

PRAYER BOOK FUND 
IN HONOR OF 
Talia Alberts & Russel Yaffe’s engagement Karen & Steve Grey
The birth of Adrienne Fifi Braun Angel & Alan Schneider
Lola Halpern’s special birthday Ellen L. & Martin Jacobs

IN MEMORY OF 
Rodney Thompson Angel & Alan Schneider

PRESSMAN ACADEMY DAY SCHOOL 
IN HONOR OF 
Jeffrey Barry & Alexa Neibart’s engagement Michelle & David Jacob
Michael Kapp & Melanie Kanter’s engagement Lori & Brian Papernik

IN MEMORY OF 
Karen Eisman Rocehelle & Jeffrey Boren
Alec Kiperstin Dina & Gordon Bernat-Kunin, Ivonne & Daniel Goldberg

PRESSMAN ACADEMY SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
IN HONOR OF 
Henry Fried’s Bar Mitzvah Sherri & Mike Cohn & Family
Erica Rothblum Rebecca Lurie
Marshall Temkin’s friendship Rabbi Adam Kligfeld

IN MEMORY OF 
Alec Kiperstin Susie & Josh Pretsky

CAMP RAMAH SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
IN HONOR OF 
The birth of Phineas Ayal Saiger  Metson Urman Family

IN MEMORY OF 
Marilynn Greene Rachel Sisk

YOUTH DEPARTMENT SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
IN HONOR OF 
Noah Lee being elected International USY President Vivian & Ron Alberts
The birth of Alana Rosemary Maas Marilyn Ziering

DAILY MINYAN 
IN MEMORY OF 
Hanna Grinetz and Mahlya Grinetz Stella Goldroyz Ezros & Family

RABBI KLIGFELD’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
IN HONOR OF
Birth of Chloe Jax Rimon Alice and Sasha Ezros
Rabbi Kligfeld Steven Shapiro
Bat Mitzvah of Ayden Kligfeld Susan Laemmle & John Antignas
My Leading Kiddish-Neshama Minyan, thank you Norm Garr
Aidan Dveirin’s Bar Mitzvah Nina and Brant Dveirin

IN MEMORY OF
Our grandmother, Lisa Lifson Sally Sharone

RABBI LUCAS’ DISCRETIONARY FUND
IN HONOR OF
Aidan Dveirin’s Bar Mitzvah Nina and Brant Dveirin

RABBI CHORNY’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
IN HONOR OF
Aidan Dveirin’s Bar Mitzvah Nina and Brant Dveirin

LIBRARY MINYAN FUND
IN HONOR OF
Geography Bee contestants         Jonathan Friedman
Rabbi Elliot and Marlynn Dorff       Dr. Steven & Frieda Huberman
Steve Spronz & Lillian Gelberg      Dr. Steven & Frieda Huberman
Our anniversary Myron & Sara Hecht
New son of David & Elizabeth Saiger   Jules Kamin & Cathie Lippman
Library Minyan                              Rabbi Elliot and Marlynn Dorff
Lynn Beliak’s birthday                   Edith Ballonoff, Haim & Lynn Beliak
Bar Mitzvah of son of Leon & Tina Kaminski     Leon & Tina Kaminski
Birthdays of Sandy & Mayer Brenner    Gail Labovitz & Bill Seligman

IN MEMORY OF
Mother of Brian Greene Jules Kamin & Cathie Lippman, Judy & Louis Miller
Betty Bogen, sister of Evelyn Steinberg Evelyn Steinberg & family
Lila Blank, sister of Fran Malina Bob & Fran Malina
Yahrzeit of Leon Weinstein, father of Natalie Gold Natalie Gold

SISTERHOOD DONATIONS

To place a Sisterhood Tribute, contact Marlene Glaser
at (310) 550-1738 or email: hagesq@aol.com

MAZAL TOV!
Manya Beier and Family Agnes and Semyon Emert
  Evan’s engagement to Jennifer April  
Bella and Howard Kapp Jessica, Mark, Chason, Eleanor and Sienna Samuel
  Michael and Melanie’s Engagement 
Irene and Norm Saiger Agnes and Semyon Emert
  Birth of Grandson Jessica, Mark, Chason, Eleanor and Sienna Samuel
Vivian and Ron Alberts and Family Cathy and Jeff Turkell 
  Engagement of Talia and Russell Yaffe
Virginia and Frank Maas and Family Cathy and Jeff Turkell  
  Birth of Granddaughter, Alana Rosemary 

CONDOLENCES
Agnes Emert and Family Marlene and Harvey Glaser
  Loss of Sister, Edith Gold Cathy and Jeff Turkell  
Judy Margolis and Family Agnes and Semyon Emert
  Loss of Sister, Edith Wolf
Debbie Abeles and Family Agnes and Semyon Emert
  Loss of Aunt, Edith Wolf 
Rabbi Susan Leider and Family Agnes and Semyon Emert
  Loss of Father, Rodney E. Thompson  

Temple Beth Am Gratefully Acknowledges Donations through January 5, 2017
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Sending food gifts to friends and family is one of the four 

Mitzvot performed on Purim. 

 The annual tradition of sending Mishloah Manot to  

your TBA friends continues, and there are new surprises 

in store!

 Be on the look-out for a detailed email which will 

include your own user ID and password to access your 

own personal order form at happypurim.com. And if you 

still want to use a paper form…we can help you with that, 

too! Email Ariana at ashane@tbala.org to be part of the 

Mishloah Manot team and sign up to help with deliveries or 

pack baskets on Sunday, March 5 and Monday, March 6. 


